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NEW QUESTION: 1
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation

NEW QUESTION: 2
A Citrix Engineer is preparing to publish a corporate-purchased
application to all managed iOS devices.
How could the engineer accomplish this task?
A. By using Apple Distribution Program
B. By using iOS VPP
C. By using Apple Developer Program
D. By using Apple XCode
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are modifying a SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS) cube.
The cube consists of a single measure group that contains the
following measures:
*Total Quantity On Hand
*Average Quantity On Hand
The measure group has a single partition that uses the MOLAP
storage mode.
You need to modify the cube design to ensure that the Total
Quantity On Hand measure is updated in real-time and that
Average Quantity On Hand measure is updated hourly.
What should you do?
A. Create a new measure group for the Total Quantity On Hand
measure. Configure the storage mode for the new measure group's
partition to ROLAP.
B. Create a drillthrough action that will query the underlying
data source in real time for the Total Quantity On Hand
measure.
C. Add an additional MOLAP partition to the measure group.
D. Change the storage mode of the partition to ROLAP.
Answer: A
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